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Kaleidoscope – Tutorial 
Beginner (Level 1) to Intermediate (Level 2) 

V2.0 (May 2019) 

This tutorial has been developed as a working document, and is currently still in draft format.  This  

software undoubtedly has much more functionality etc. than described here.  We have done our 

best to describe the easiest ways to perform the tasks described, however we would not be 

surprised to learn that there are things the software can do that have not been touched upon here, 

or that there are alternative/more effective ways to carry out some of the tasks described. 

Health Warning – Bat Call Analysis 

Many bat species can be reasonably confidently identified from echolocation recordings alone (e.g. 

Pipistrelle species, Noctule), whilst for others (e.g. Myotis species) the same degrees of confidence 

cannot be established beyond doubt.  It must therefore be accepted that in many instances being 

100% confident to species levels is unwise, if not impossible, & certainly not scientifically robust.  

There can be circumstances when the species applicable can be narrowed down to a few, & this is as 

far as it is safe to go.  

In some instances, the analyst cannot say to a 100% degree of confidence that the calls labelled 

under Myotis names, for example, are, beyond doubt, correct.  The standard prescript to each of 

these calls should read, ‘This call is characteristic of the following species, which are thought to 

produce similar parameters…’. This is quite different to saying that, ‘this call definitely belongs to 

that species’.   

When it comes to many species in some circumstances, some species in many circumstances, & 

others in all circumstances, echolocation alone is not enough to give 100% confidence in a result. 

Sometimes the only way to get to 100% is either using social calls emitted (for some species), DNA 

(e.g. from a roost) or identifying the bat in the hand.  In addition, when using call classifiers, it is not 

uncommon for the classifier to mis-identify a bat species, or indeed allocate a non-bat species (e.g. 

small terrestrial mammal) or other noise, to a bat species.  As such, a good knowledge of all noise 

that can potentially occur within a soundscape is beneficial.  

 

Correspondence 

Any correspondence relating to this tutorial, including any additional material provided can be 

directed to: 

Neil Middleton ACIEEM  

BatAbility Courses & Tuition 

Herkimer House, Mill Road Enterprise Park, Linlithgow, West Lothian, EH49 7SF 

 

www.batability.co.uk     FaceBook     Twitter @BatAbility  

Landline: 01506 841628 / Mobile: 07877 570590 / Email: neil.middleton@batability.co.uk  
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https://www.facebook.com/batability/
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Introducing Kaleidoscope 

What follows is a practical, step by step, tutorial enabling you to use the software as it is presented 

to you on the screen.  The aim is to take you from ‘beginner level’ through to ‘intermediate’, & to 

introduce you to the functions & tools that most bat workers would use, most of the time, across a 

typical project.   

There are many advanced features within the software that are not covered here, & you should also 

be aware that the developer (www.wildlifeacoustics.com) is constantly updating the functionality of 

the software.  It is always advisable to ensure you are using the latest version of the software, the 

User Manual provided by the manufacturer, as well as the up-to-date firmware on your bat detector.  

Software 

The software can be downloaded from the Wildlife Acoustics website, via the following link: 
https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/download/kaleidoscope-software 

 

You may be eligible for a free trial period, which is available via this link: 
https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/products/kaleidoscope-pro/free-trial 

 

http://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/
https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/download/kaleidoscope-software
https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/products/kaleidoscope-pro/free-trial
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User Manual & Video Tutorials 

A User Manual is available for the software via the Wildlife Acoustics website using the link 

as shown below: 
https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/support/documentation#english 

Click on the ‘User Guide’ (see blue arrow)   

 
 

The User Manual contains information and details about functions beyond what is covered within 

this tutorial & is always worth referring to when faced with a technical query.  Video tutorials are 

also available via the website. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/support/documentation#english
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When you first open the software you will see the following ‘Control Panel’ screen. The first thing to 

do is to default this screen to bat-related settings.  To do this click on ‘File’ (blue arrow), and then 

‘Set defaults’.  Choose ‘Bat Analysis Mode’ and then ‘OK’. 

 

Next we are going to download and view a folder of recorded files.  One way to do this is to use the 

‘Inputs’ and ‘Outputs’ options on the Control Panel.  First of all use the ‘Browse’ option on the 

‘Inputs’ column (left) (red hatched area) and find the folder where your files are stored for the 

recording session.  Next, on the right column browse (blue hatched area) for the folder where you 

wish the recordings to be saved.  If you select preferences and ‘Process Files’ at this stage the data 

will be saved within the output folder.  The tutor will demonstrate this. 

You may also wish to choose some of the other options available on the Control Panel.  The tutor 

will give you a brief overview of some of these. 

Going back a step, many people may wish to carry out a Bat ID process at this point.  To do this, 

again choose the input and output options, however next click on ‘Auto ID for Bats’ (red arrow). 

Within this screen select your region, and then ‘Process Files’ 
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Upon completion the ‘Viewer’ will open (as below) showing the first call in the folder, along with a 

spreadsheet of the results for your folder (also shown below). 

 

 

 

 

The tutor will now demonstrate who the viewer and the spreadsheet interact. 
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Overview of Viewer Dashboard 

The tutor will now give you a tour of the main functions/tools available to you from the software’s 

Viewer window. 
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Listening to Calls 

You have the option to listen to calls in real time ‘normal’ mode, which usually isn’t useful if it’s an 

ultrasonic bat call, but may help with problem solving if the call is audible.  More usually, to listen to 

bat calls you would convert the call to x10 time expansion.  To do this change the ‘normal’ setting to 

1/10 (i.e. one tenth) as shown below, and press the play button > (blue arrow). 

Note that adjustments to the gain threshold impacts upon amplitude and as such will impact upon 

what you are able to hear accurately when listening.  The tutor will demonstrate this. 

 

 

Other functions will be demonstrated, including: 

Zoom In / Zoom Out / Zoom Entire File 

Brightness / Contrast 

Toggle Inverse Video 

Toggle Waveform 

Toggle Full Spectrum / Three Way Toggle (inc ZCA) 

Compress 

AutoID (inc [ ] AutoID next file option) 

Metadata View  

Analyse / Zoom to Fit 
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Analysis Panel showing details for what’s within area selected 

 

 

Right clicking over selected area enables ‘zoom to fit’ 
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File Options via Viewer 

Clicking on ‘File’ on the Viewer (at the top left) opens up other functions. 

 

The following options via the ‘File’ selection panel will be demonstrated by the tutor: 

Load labels 

Save Screen 

Save .wav (Note: sound will be saved as per how it’s set at time 

Colour Settings 

FFT Settings 
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Auto ID & Labelling Calls 

With the ‘Auto next file’ box ticked, when you select a description from the species labels, the file 

will be labelled and the next file will be opened.  You can also add additional labels to the options 

available, by right clicking over an empty box and then selecting that new label. 

These functions will be demonstrated by the tutor. 

 

As files are allocated manually applied labels the spreadsheet will become populated with this new 

information, as follows (see red hatched area): 
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Reporting Outputs 

Prior to finishing project analysis it is important to save this information so it can be used for 

reporting purposes.  To do this, within the spreadsheet window, go to ‘File’, then ‘Save’. 

 

 

This .csv file is available to view within the folder (file called ‘id’) where the data was originally stored 

prior to analysis. 
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It is quite likely that much of what is shown within the spreadsheet you will not wish to use for 

reporting purposes.  To save time organising within excel later on, you can change what is shown 

and the order in how it appears at the front end of the process, as follows. 

Go to ‘file’, and click ‘Edit Columns’ 

 

 

You will now be able to customise how data is shown ahead of it being saved as a .csv as previously 

described.  There is a wide range of options here as to what to include (show) or exclude (hide), as 

well as the order in which you wish data to appear. 

 

 

Important Note:  If you plan to work with the data within a .csv file it is advisable to first of all save it 

as an excel spreadsheet before you start work.  Otherwise the changes in layout etc. that you apply 

will almost certainly be lost. 

 

 

 


